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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of isotropy representation is attributed to Vogan ([14], [15]), and it gives a
refinement of the associated cycle attached to Harish-Chandra modules for real reductive
groups. In fact, the multiplicities in the associated cycle are not just positive integers, but
they can be interpreted as the dimension of the corresponding isotropy representations.
An approach to the isotropy representation has been made in [18], [19] and [20], by means
of the invariant differential operators of gradient-type on Riemannian symmetric spaces.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the isotropy representation $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ attached to
every singular unitary highest weight module $L(\lambda)$ . To be precise, let $\mathfrak{g}$ $=\mathrm{f}$ $\oplus \mathfrak{p}$ be
asymmetric decomposition of acomplex simple Lie algebra $\mathfrak{g}$ . We assume that the
reductive Lie subalgebra $\mathrm{t}$ of 9is not semisimple, or equivalently, $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathrm{f})$ is assumed to be
the complexification of an irreducible Hermitian symmetric pair $(\mathfrak{g}_{0}, \mathrm{f}_{0})$ (see [13]). We
write $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ for the connected, and simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra $\mathrm{f}$ . Let
$9=\mathfrak{p}_{+}\oplus \mathrm{f}$ $\oplus \mathfrak{p}_{-}$ be the triangular decomposition of 9which arises from the $l_{0}$ invariant
complex structure on $\mathfrak{p}_{0}$ . Then, $L(\lambda)$ in question is the irreducible, unitarizable $(\mathfrak{g},\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}})-$
module with highest weight $\lambda$ , such that its associated variety $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda}$ is strictly contained in
$\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ . As is well-known, $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda}$ is the closure of asingle nilpotent $\tilde{K}\mathrm{c}$ orbit $\mathcal{O}$ (depending on A)
in $\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ , which is an irreducible affine algebraic cone. We take an element $X$ in $\mathcal{O}$ . Then
$\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ is afinite-dimensional representation of the isotropy subgroup $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ of $X$ in $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$
(see (2.2) for the definition), and the associated cycle of $L(\lambda)$ turns to be $\dim \mathcal{W}_{\lambda}\cdot$ $[\overline{\mathcal{O}}]$ .
If $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathrm{t})$ corresponds to the irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of type AIII or CI
(resp. DIII), all (resp. almost all) unitary highest weight modules are obtained by de-
composing tensor products of the oscillator (Segal-Shale-Weil) representation. In this
oscillator setting, it has been already shown in [17], [18] (see also [12] for the multiplicity)
that the assignment $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}\Leftrightarrow L(\lambda)$ essentially coincides with the Howe duality correspon-
dence with respect to areductive dual pair in the stable range, where the smaller member
of the pair is compact. In this PaPer, we focus our attention on the remaining singular
$L(\lambda)’ \mathrm{s}$ which can not be realized by the Howe correspondence (non oscillator setting). By
using the projection onto the PRV-component, the isotropy representations are explicitly
determined for such highest weight modules. This together with our previous work [18]
in the oscillator setting establishes the following theorem, which is the main result of this
paper.
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Theorem 1.1. The representation $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ is irreducible for every singular uni-
tary highest weight module $L(\lambda)$ , and it is explicitly described in Theorems 3.1 and 4. 7
(infinitesimally in the non oscillator setting).
Our results for DI and EVII give aclearer understanding of some multiplicity formulae
obtained by Kato and Ochiai ([9], [8]). It should be mentioned that, for the case EVII,
arepresentation isomorphic to our $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ of $B_{4}$ (the semisimple part of the Lie algebra of
$\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X))$ in Theorem 4.7, appears in the work [3] of Dvorsky and Sahi on tensor products
of singular unitary representations.
We organize this paper as follows. Section 2shows how to characterize the dual $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$
of the isotropy representation for any (not necessarily singular) unitary highest weight
module $L(\lambda)$ , in terms of the projection to the PRV-component (Proposition 2.1). This
PRV-projection gives the principal symbol of an invariant differential operator of gradient-
type whose ( $K\sim \mathbb{C}$-finite)kernel realizes the dual of $L(\lambda)$ . By looking at the weights of the
$\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$-modules in question, we can provide ourselves an effective method for constructing a
nonzero $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ -submodule of $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ (Proposition 2.4). In Section 3, we specify after [18] the
$\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ module $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ in the oscillator setting (Theorem 3.1). The last section, Section 4, is
the principal part of this paper. In the non oscillator setting, the isotropy representation
$\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ is explicitly determined for every singular unitary highest weight module $L(\lambda)$ of non
scalar type (Theorem 4.7). Such $L(\lambda)’ \mathrm{s}$ are listed in table (4.1) by virtue of Joseph’s
result [11, Section 7], and we can examine each $L(\lambda)$ in the list, separately.
This article is based on ajoint work with Akihito Wachi at Hokkaido Institute of
Technology. An enlarged version of this article with complete proofs will appear elsewhere.
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2. JSOTROPY REPRESENTATION FOR UNITARY HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULE
2.1. Acharacterization of $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ . We fix once and for all aCartan subalgebra $\mathrm{t}$ of $\mathrm{f}$ .
Let $\Delta$ be the root system of $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathrm{t})$ . The totality of compact (resp. noncompact) roots
will be denoted by $\Delta_{c}$ (resp. by $\Delta_{n}$ ). We choose apositive system $\Delta^{+}$ of $\Delta$ so that
$\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ equals the sum of root subspaces corresponding to noncompact positive roots. Set
$\Delta_{c}^{+}:=\Delta_{c}\cap\Delta^{+}$ and $\Delta_{n}^{+}:=\Delta_{n}\cap\Delta^{+}$ . Construct amaximal family $\beta_{1}$ , $\ldots$ , $\beta_{r}$ of strongly
orthogonal noncompact positive roots as in [4, 1.4] (cf. [18, 2.1]), where $\beta:=\beta_{1}$ is the
highest root of $\Delta^{+}$ , and $r$ is the rank of the symmetric pair $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathrm{f})$ .
We set $\mu_{j}:=\beta_{1}+\cdots+\beta_{j}$ $(j=1, \ldots, r)$ . Then $\mu_{j}$ is $\Delta_{c}^{+}$-dominant and integral, and a
result of Schmid says that the symmetric algebras $S(\mathfrak{p}_{\pm})$ of $\mathfrak{p}_{\pm}$ decompose as 6-m0dules
( $K\sim \mathbb{C}$-modules)in the following way:
(2.1)
$S(\mathfrak{p}_{\pm})\simeq\oplus V_{\pm(\ell_{1}\mu_{1}+\cdots+\ell_{\mathrm{r}}\mu_{r})}\ell_{1\prime}\ldots,l,\in \mathrm{z}_{\geq 0}$
.
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Here, $V_{\nu}$ stands for the irreducible finite-dimensional $\mathrm{t}$-module with extreme weight $\nu$ .
Note that $V_{\pm\mu_{j}}$ occur in the homogeneous components $S^{j}(\mathfrak{p}_{\pm})$ of degree $j$ , respectively.
Let $L(\lambda)$ be the irreducible unitary $(\mathfrak{g},\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}})$ -module with $\Delta^{+}$-highest weight $\lambda\in \mathrm{t}^{*}$ .
Such $L(\lambda)’ \mathrm{s}$ have been classified first by Enright, Howe and Wallach [5]. As in Section 1,
let $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda}=\overline{\mathcal{O}}\subset \mathfrak{p}_{+}$ denote the associated variety of $L(\lambda)$ . In this section, we do not assume
that $L(\lambda)$ is singular. Fix an element $X$ in the $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$-orbit $\mathcal{O}$ , and let $\mathrm{m}(X)$ be the maximal
ideal of $S(\mathfrak{p}_{-})$ generated by the elements
$\mathrm{Y}-B(X, \mathrm{Y})$ $(\mathrm{Y}\in \mathfrak{p}_{-})$ ,
where $B$ is the Killing form of 9. Under the identification $S(\mathfrak{p}_{-})--\mathbb{C}[\mathfrak{p}_{+}](\mathbb{C}[\mathfrak{p}_{+}]$ is
the polynomial ring on $\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ ) through $B$ , the maximal ideal $\mathrm{m}(X)\subset \mathbb{C}[\mathfrak{p}_{+}]$ determines
the one point variety $\{X\}$ in $\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ . Then it follows from [18, Cor. 3.9] that the isotropy
representation $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ for $L(\lambda)$ turns to be
(2.2) $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}=L(\lambda)/\mathrm{m}(X)L(\lambda)$ ,
where the isotropy subgroup $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ acts on the quotient space $L(\lambda)/\mathrm{m}(X)L(\lambda)$ in the
canonical way. Note that $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ never vanishes because $\dim \mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ is equal to the multiplicity
in the associated cycle of $L(\lambda)$ . If $(\xi_{X}, \mathbb{C}_{\xi_{X}})$ denotes the one-dimensional representation
of abelian Lie algebra $\mathfrak{p}_{-}$ defined by $\xi_{X}(\mathrm{Y}):=B(X, \mathrm{Y})(\mathrm{Y}\in \mathfrak{p}-)$ , the dual space $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ of
$\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ is naturally isomorphic to the space of $\mathfrak{p}_{-}$-homomorphisms from $L(\lambda)$ to $\mathbb{C}_{\xi_{X}}$ :
(2.3) $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}\simeq \mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{\mathfrak{p}-}(L(\lambda), \mathbb{C}_{\xi_{X}})$ .
We are going to look at the dual $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$-module $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ instead of the original $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ .
For this, we need more detailed structure on the $(\mathfrak{g},\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}})$ -module $L(\lambda)$ . Let $M(\lambda):=$
$U(\mathfrak{g})\otimes_{U\mathrm{t}^{\mathrm{t}+\mathfrak{p}_{+}})}V_{\lambda}$ be the generalized Verma module induced from irreducible $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ -module
$V_{\lambda}$ , where $U(p)$ denotes the universal enveloping algebra of aLie algebra $r$ , and the $\mathfrak{p}_{+}-$
Section on $V_{\lambda}$ is defined to be null. As a $K\sim \mathbb{C}$-module, $M(\lambda)$ is decomposed into adirect
sum of homogeneous components as
$M(\lambda)\simeq S(\mathfrak{p}_{-})\otimes V_{\lambda}=\oplus(S^{j}(\mathfrak{p}_{-})\otimes V_{\lambda})j=0\infty$ .
Further, $M(\lambda)$ has aunique maximal $(\mathfrak{g},\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}})$ submodule $N(\lambda)$ , and $L(\lambda)$ is realized as
the irreducible quotient of $M(\lambda)$ by $N(\lambda)$ :
$L(\lambda)=M(\lambda)/N(\lambda)$ .
Let $\Lambda_{ted}$ denote the set of reduction points consisting of highest weights Aof $L(\lambda)$ with
reducible $M(\lambda)$ : $\Lambda_{\mathrm{r}ed}:=$ {A $|N(\lambda)\neq\{0\}$ }. For $\lambda\in\Lambda_{ted}$ , let $i$ be the smallest positive
integer such that
$N(\lambda)\cap(S^{:}(\mathfrak{p}_{-})\otimes V_{\lambda})\neq\{0\}$ .
This integer $i$ is called the level of reduction of $L(\lambda)$ . By Enright-Joseph [4] one gets
$1\leq i\leq r$ , and the maximal submodule $N(\lambda)$ is generated over $S(\mathfrak{p}_{-})(=U(\mathfrak{p}-))$ by the
$PRV$-component Vx-Mi of the tensor product $V_{-\mu:}\otimes V_{\lambda}$ :
(2.4) $N(\lambda)=S(\mathfrak{p}_{-})V_{\lambda-\mu:}$ with $V_{\lambda-\mu:}\subset S^{:}(\mathfrak{p}_{-})\otimes V_{\lambda}$ .
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Note that $V_{-\mu i}$ is viewed as a $K\sim \mathbb{C}$-submodule of $S^{i}(\mathfrak{p}_{-})$ through the isomorphism (2.1).
The above inclusion $V_{\lambda-\mu i}$ into $S^{i}(\mathfrak{p}_{-})$ @ $V_{\lambda}$ gives rise to asurjective $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ isomorphism
$P$ : $S^{i}(\mathfrak{p}_{+})\otimes V_{\lambda}^{*}arrow V_{\lambda-\mu i}^{*}$ ,
by taking the dual, where $S^{i}(\mathfrak{p}_{+})\otimes V_{\lambda}^{*}=(S^{i}(\mathfrak{p}_{-})\otimes V_{\lambda})^{*}$ through the Killing form $B$
restricted to $\mathfrak{p}_{+}\cross \mathfrak{p}_{-}$ . As shown in [18], $P$ gives rise to the principal symbol of adifferen-
tial operator of gradient-type (on Hermitian symmetric space) whose kernel realizes the
maximal globalization of the dual $L(\lambda)^{*}$ of $L(\lambda)$ .
The following proposition allows us to characterize Wx by means of the projection $P$ .
Proposition 2.1 (cf. [18, Section 3.3]). The natural map
$V_{\lambda}arrow M(\lambda)arrow L(\lambda)arrow \mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ $=L(\lambda)/\mathrm{m}(X)L(\lambda)$
from $V_{\lambda}$ to $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ is surjective, and it induces a $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ isomorphism
(2.5) $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}\simeq\{$
$\{v^{*}\in V_{\lambda}^{*}|P(X^{i}\otimes v^{*})=0\}$ (A $\in\Lambda_{red}$),
$V_{\lambda}^{*}$ (A $\not\in\Lambda_{red}$).
So, we get $\dim \mathcal{W}_{\lambda}\leq\dim V_{\lambda}$ for any $L(\lambda)$ . Moreover, the associated variety $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda}$ of $L(\lambda)$
is characterized as
(2.6) $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda}=\{Z\in \mathfrak{p}_{+}|\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}P(Z^{i} (\ \cdot)\neq\{0\}\}$
Remark 2.2. (1) If $\lambda\not\in\Lambda_{red}$ , then $\mathrm{L}(\mathrm{X})$ is not singular: $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda}=\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ , and the above proposition
says that $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ is just $V_{\lambda}^{*}$ viewed as a $K\sim \mathrm{c}(X)$ -module by restriction.
(2) $L(\lambda)$ is called of scalar type of $\dim V_{\lambda}=1$ . In this case also, $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ is the one-
dimensional character of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ acting on $V_{\lambda}^{*}$ .
Remark 2.3. It has been shown in [18] that $\mathcal{W}^{*}$ is isomorphic to the space of generalized
Whittaker vectors for $L(\lambda)$ with respect to the ( $C^{\infty}$-induced)generalized Gelfand-Graev
representation $\Gamma_{\mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{R}}}$ attached to the Cayley transform $\mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{R}}$ of $\mathcal{O}$ :
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{g,\overline{K}_{\mathbb{C}}}(L(\lambda), \Gamma_{\mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{R}}})\simeq \mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ .
Here, $\mathcal{O}_{\mathrm{R}}$ is the nilpotent orbit in 90 corresponding to $\mathcal{O}$ through the Kostant-Sekiguchi
correspondence (see also [7]).
2.2. Observations on tensor product $U\otimes V_{\lambda}^{*}$ . In order to find anonzero $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)-$
submodule of $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ , let us now make simple observations on tensor products of finite di-
mensional $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ -modules. Let $U$ be any finite-dimensional $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$-module with aweight $\mu$ .
Suppose that there exists anonzero $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ isomorphism $P:U\otimes V_{\lambda}^{*}arrow V_{\lambda-\mu}^{*}$ . We take an
element $s_{0}$ in the Weyl group $W_{c}$ for $(\mathrm{f}, \mathrm{t})$ so that $s_{0}(\lambda-\mu)$ is $\Delta_{c}^{+}$-dominant. Put
$U_{<s_{0}\mu}:=\oplus U(\delta)\delta<s_{0}\mu$ ’
where $U(\delta)$ denotes the weight space for $\delta$ , and $<\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ alexicographic order on $\mathrm{t}^{*}$ such that
$\gamma>0$ for all $\gamma\in\Delta_{c}^{+}$ .
For an $x\in U_{<s0\mu}$ , we define asubset $N(x)$ of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ as follows:
(2.7) $N(x):=\{k\in\tilde{K}\mathrm{c}|k\cdot x\in U_{<s_{0}\mu}\}$ .
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Let $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(x)$ be the isotropy subgroup of $x$ in $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ . We denote by $v_{s_{0}\lambda}^{*}$ anonzero weight
vector in Vx with extreme $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}-s_{0}\lambda$ . Clearly, $N(x)$ is right $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(x)$ -stable, and so,
$\mathcal{U}^{*}:=\langle N(x)^{-1}\cdot v_{s0\lambda}^{*}\rangle_{\mathbb{C}}$ (the complex linear span of $N(x)^{-1}\cdot$ $v_{s\mathrm{o}\lambda}^{*}$)
forms a $K\sim \mathbb{C}(x)$ submodule of $V_{\lambda}^{*}$ .
Then we readily obtain
Proposition 2.4. One gets $P(x\otimes v^{*})=0$ $/or$ every $v^{*}\in \mathcal{U}^{*}$ . Namely, $\mathcal{U}^{*}$ is a $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(x)-$
submodule of Ker $P(x\otimes$ .).
Proof, Let $y= \sum_{\delta<s0\mu}y_{\delta}(y_{\delta}\in U(\delta))$ be an element of $U_{<s0\mu}$ . Note that $y_{\delta}\otimes v_{s_{0}\lambda}^{*}$ has
weight $\delta-s_{0}\lambda$ , which is smaller than the lowest weight $-s_{0}(\lambda-\mu)$ of $V_{\lambda-\mu}^{*}$ . Then, one
sees that $P(y_{\delta}\otimes v_{s_{0}\lambda}^{*})$ can not be anonzero weight vector of $V_{\lambda-\mu}^{*}$ . This implies that
(2.8) $P(y\otimes v_{s_{0}\lambda}^{*})=0$ for $y\in U_{<s\mathrm{o}\delta}$ .
For each $k\in N(x)$ . We deduce from the above equality that
$P(x\otimes k^{-1}\cdot v_{s_{0}\lambda}^{*})=k^{-1}\cdot$ $P(k\cdot x\otimes v_{s_{0}\lambda}^{*})=0$ ,
since $k\cdot x\in U_{<s_{0}\lambda}$ . This proves the lemma. $\square$
In Section 4, we will apply this proposition for $U=\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ and $\mu=\beta$ , and give anonzero
submodule of Wx attached to each singular unitary highest weight module of non oscillator
and non scalar type (see Proposition 4.4).
Remark 2.5. Asimilar argument can be used to construct anonzero quotient of the
isotropy representation for (not necessarily holomorphic) discrete series representation
(see [16] and [20]).
3. OSCILLATOR SETT1NG [18]
This section gives abrief summary of our previous work [18, Section 5] concerning the
isotropy representations $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ for $L(\lambda)$ in the oscillator setting.
Let $(G, G_{k}’)$ be one of the reductive dual pairs
$(SU(p, q)$ , $U(k))$ , (Sp{n, $\mathbb{R}$), $O(k))$ and $(SO^{*}(2n), Sp(k))$ with $k=1$ , 2, $\ldots$ .
Then, the corresponding (complexified) symmetric pairs $(\mathrm{g}, \mathrm{t})$ are of the form
$(\epsilon \mathfrak{l}(n, \mathbb{C})$ , $\epsilon \mathfrak{l}(p, \mathbb{C})\oplus\epsilon \mathfrak{l}(q, \mathbb{C})\oplus \mathbb{C})$ , $(\epsilon \mathfrak{p}(n, \mathbb{C}),$ $\mathfrak{g}\mathfrak{l}(n, \mathbb{C}))$ , and (so $(2\mathrm{n},$ $\mathbb{C})$ , $\mathfrak{g}\mathfrak{l}(n,$ $\mathbb{C})$ ),
respectively. They have rank $r= \min(p, q)$ , $n$ , $[n/2]$ . We set $\epsilon=1$ for $G=SU\langle p$ , $q)$
and $Sp(n, \mathbb{C})$ , and $\epsilon=2$ for $G=SO^{*}(2n)$ . Let us consider the oscillator representation
$(\omega_{k}, \mathbb{C}[M_{n,\epsilon k}])$ (Fock model) of $\mathfrak{g}$ $\cross G_{k}’$ , acting on the polynomial ring $\mathbb{C}[M_{n,\epsilon k}]$ over the
space $M_{n,\epsilon k}$ of complex matrices of size $n\cross\epsilon k$ (see [18, 5.1] for the precise definition). Note
that the elements of $\mathfrak{p}_{-}$ act on $\mathbb{C}[M_{n,\epsilon k}]$ by multiplication of homogeneous polynomials of
degree 2.







Here, $\Sigma(k)$ is asubset of $\hat{G}_{k}’$ (the set of equivalence classes of irreducible finite-dimensional
representations of the compact group $G_{k}’$ ), and $L(\lambda_{\sigma})$ is the unitary $(\mathfrak{g},\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}})$ -module with
highest weight $\lambda_{\sigma}$ . The assignment $\sigma\vdasharrow L(\lambda_{\sigma})$ is one to one, and $L(\lambda_{\sigma})$ is called the theta
lift of $\sigma$ .
The associated variety $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda_{\sigma}}=\overline{\mathcal{O}}$ does not depend on $\sigma\in\Sigma(k)$ so far as we fix $k$ . The
highest weight module $L(\lambda_{\sigma})$ is singular if and only if $k<r$ . Note that $\Sigma(k)$ equals the
whole $\hat{G}_{k}’$ if the pair $(G, G_{k}’)$ is in the stable range: $k\leq r$ .
Let us now assume that $k\leq r$ , since we are interested in singular unitary representations
in this paper. Then, it is shown that the reductive part of the isotropy subgroup $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$
$(X\in \mathcal{O})$ contains afactor, which is acovering group of the complexification $(G_{k}’)_{\mathbb{C}}$ of $G_{k}’$ .
This yields anatural group homomorphism
$\pi$ : $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)arrow(G_{k}’)_{\mathbb{C}}$ .
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [18, Th. 5.14]). The isotropy representation $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda_{\sigma}}$ for $L(\lambda_{\sigma})(\sigma\in$
$\Sigma(k)=\hat{G}_{k}’$ with $k\leq r$ ) is described as
(3.2) $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda_{\sigma}}\simeq\delta_{k}\otimes(\sigma^{*}0\pi)$ ,
where $\delta_{k}$ is $a$ one-dimensional character of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ (of determinant type). In particular, $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda_{\sigma}}$
is an irreducible $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ -module.
This theorem says that $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda_{\sigma}}^{*}rightarrow L(\lambda_{\sigma})$ sets up the Howe duality correspondence, up to
acentral character of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ . Note that $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda_{\sigma}}$ can be described also for the case $k>r$ . We
refer to Theorems 5.14 and 5.15 in [18] for the precise statement.
4. NON OSCILLATOR SETTING
In this section, we determine the isotropy representation $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ (infinitesimally) for ev-
ery singular unitary highest weight module $L(\lambda)$ which can not be realized through the
oscillator representation.
4.1. Alist by Joseph. In view of Remark 2.2 (2), it is enough to consider such $L(\lambda)’ \mathrm{s}$
of non scalar type. By virtue of [11, Section 7], they are enumerated as follows:
(4.1)
Here we use the standard notation of Bourbaki [1, Planches $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}$ , $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{V}$ , $\mathrm{V}\mathrm{I}$] on irreducible root
systems (e.g., $\varpi_{i}$ is the fundamental weight associated to asimple root $\alpha_{i}$ ), and $\alpha$ denotes
the unique noncompact simple root
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Remark 4.1. The above representation $L(\varpi_{n}+((1/2)-n)\varpi_{1})$ for BI is somewhat special in
the classification theory of unitary highest weight modules. Namely, after the terminology
of [5], this is in “Case III”, where two associated root systems $Q(\lambda_{0})$ and $R(\lambda_{0})$ with
$\lambda_{0}=\varpi_{n}+(1-2n)\varpi_{1}$ do not coincide with each other.
Four cases in (4.1) have some properties in common. First, the level of reduction $i$ of
$L(\lambda)$ is equal to 1for each case. This means that Ais at the last unitarizable place. (A is
also at the first reduction point except for EVII.) Second, every $(\mathfrak{g}, \mathrm{f})$ in (4.1) is of tube
type, and the dense $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ -orbit $\mathcal{O}$ in $\mathcal{V}_{\lambda}$ has codimension 1in $\mathfrak{p}_{+}$ . Third, the highest weight
Ais of the form
(4.2) A $=k\varpi_{a}+u(k)\zeta$ with $2u(k)\in \mathbb{Z}$ ,
where $\varpi_{a}$ (resp. $\langle$) is the fundamental weight attached to some compact simple root $\alpha_{a}$
(resp. the noncompact simple root $\alpha$). The irreducible $\mathrm{e}$-module $V_{\varpi_{a}}$ with highest weight




BI 0 $(2n-1, \mathbb{C})\oplus \mathbb{C}$ spin representation
DI 0 $(2n-2, \mathbb{C})\oplus \mathbb{C}$ two half-spin representations
DIII (tube) $\mathrm{g}\mathfrak{l}(2n, \mathbb{C})$ natural representation
EVII $E_{6}\oplus \mathbb{C}$ 27 dimensional representation on $\mathfrak{p}_{-}$
4.2. Explicit formula for $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ . To specify the representations $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ for A’s in (4.1), we
begin with the following lemma, which is shown by case-by-case analysis.
Lemma 4.2. There exists an $s_{0}\in W_{c}$ with the following properties (1) $-(3)$ :
(1) $s_{0}\lambda=\lambda$ , (2) $s_{0}(\lambda-\beta)$ is $\Delta_{c}^{+}$ -dominant, (3) $\mathcal{O}\cap(\mathfrak{p}_{+})_{<s\mathrm{o}\beta}\neq\emptyset$ .
Remark 4.3. Set $\Delta_{c}(\lambda):=\{\gamma\in\Delta_{c}|(\lambda, \gamma)=0\}$ . Decomposing $\Delta_{c}(\lambda)$ into adisjoint
union of simple root systems, let $Q’(\lambda)$ be the simple component of $\Delta_{c}(\lambda)$ , connected to
$-\beta$ in the extended Dynkin diagram. Except for $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{I}$ , the longest element $s_{0}$ of the Weyl
group of $Q’(\lambda)$ has the properties (1)$-(3)$ (see [2, Prop. 6.8]).
By virtue of the property (3), we can take an element $X\in \mathcal{O}\cap(\mathfrak{p}_{+})_{<s\mathrm{o}\beta}$ . Then,
Proposition 2.4 can be applied to get anonzero $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$-submodule of $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ , as follows.
Proposition 4.4. Let $\mathcal{U}_{\lambda}^{*}$ be the $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ -submodule of $V_{\lambda}^{*}$ generated by the lowest weight
vector $v_{\lambda}^{*}\in V_{\lambda}^{*}$ . Then one 9ets $\mathcal{U}_{\lambda}^{*}\subset \mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ .
Now one has $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$-isomorphisms
$V_{\lambda}^{*}\simeq V_{k\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ (&C $-u(k)\zeta$ and $V_{\lambda-\beta}^{*}\simeq V_{k\varpi_{a}-s\mathrm{o}\beta}^{*}\otimes \mathbb{C}_{-u(k)\zeta}$,
where $\mathbb{C}_{b\zeta}$ denotes the central character of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$ defined by $b\zeta(b\in \mathrm{R})$ . Note that $V_{k\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ is the
$k$-folcd Young product $(V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})^{k}$ of $V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ , which is realized on the irreducible $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$-submodule of
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$S^{k}(V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})$ ( $=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ $k$-fold symmetric tensor of $V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ ) generated by lowest weight vector
$(v_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})^{k}$ $S^{k}(V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})$ .
In this way, $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ is looked upon as
(4.4) $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}\subset V_{\lambda}^{*}=(V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})^{k}\otimes \mathbb{C}_{-u(k)\zeta}\subset S^{k}(V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})\otimes \mathbb{C}_{-u(k)\zeta}$ .
With the help of Proposition 4.4 we can prove the following fact, which reduces our
task of describing $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ to the special case $k=1$ .
Proposition 4.5. Let $\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ denote the $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ -submodule of $V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ defined by $\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}:=\{v^{*}\in$
$V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}|P_{a}(X$ (&v’) $=0\}$ through the $PRV$-projection $P_{a}$ : $\mathfrak{p}_{+}\otimes V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}arrow V_{\varpi_{a}-\beta}^{*}$ . Then we
deduce
(4.5) $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}=V_{\lambda}^{*}\cap$ ( $S^{k}(\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})$ c&C $-u(k)\zeta$ ) $=(\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{a}}^{*})^{k}\otimes \mathbb{C}_{-u(k)\zeta}$ .
Remark 4.6. The first equality in (4.5) follows from astandard argument on tensor
(Young) products, while we need acase-by-case study to prove the second equality.
Finally, we arrive at the following theorem, by investigating $\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ in detail through the
PRV-projection $P_{a}$ : $\mathfrak{p}_{+}\otimes V_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}arrow V_{\varpi_{a}-s\mathrm{o}\beta}^{*}=V_{\varpi_{a}-\beta}^{*}$ given by akind of contraction ([6]).
Theorem 4.7. (1) It holds that $\mathcal{U}_{\lambda}^{*}=\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}^{*}$ .
(2) Let $\mathrm{t}(X)_{ss}$ denote the semisimple part of the Lie algebra of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ . Then, $\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ is





For instance, the above isomorphism for BI reads that $\mathrm{f}(X)_{ss}$ is of type $B_{n-2}$ , and that
$\mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ is an irreducible module over the simple Lie algebra $\mathrm{o}(2n-3, \mathbb{C})$ of type $B_{n-2}$ , with
highest weight $\varpi_{n-2}$ ( $i.e.$ , the spin representation).
This together with Theorem 3.1 establishes Theorem 1.1, the main result of this paper.
Remark 4.8. (1) For Cases DI and EVII, the multiplicity $\dim \mathcal{W}_{\lambda}$ has been computed by
Kato and Ochiai ([8], [9]), by acompletely different method. They rely on the Poincare’
polynomial of $L(\lambda)$ and on adecomposition formula of Kazhdan-Lusztig type. Proposition
4.4 together with their result would give ashorter proof of the isomorphism (4.6) for these
two cases. Nevertheless, we can prove (4.6) directly by means of the PRV-projection $P_{a}$ .
(2) For Case EVII, the direct sum of $V_{k\varpi_{1}}^{B_{4}}(k=0, 1,2, \ldots)$ is isomorphic to the quasi-
regular representation of 50(9) on the sphere $S^{8}\simeq SO(9)/SO(8)$ . This compact sym-
metric space of rank 1appears in the work of Dvorsky and Sahi [3, Section 2], where
they give an extension of the theta correspondence by using tensor products of singular
unitary representations (see also [5, Lemma 13.6])
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We end this paper by illustrating how to describe $\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{6}}^{*}=\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{a}}^{*}$ for the most interesting
case.
Example 4.9 (Case EVII). In this case, one gets $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}$-isomorphisms:
(4.7) $V_{\varpi_{6}}^{*}\simeq \mathfrak{p}_{+}\otimes \mathbb{C}_{-2\zeta}$ , and $V_{\varpi_{6}-\beta}^{*}\simeq \mathfrak{p}_{-}$ with $\zeta=\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\varpi_{7}$ .
So, the PRV-projection $P_{a}=P_{6}$ turns to be
$P_{6}$ : $\mathfrak{p}_{+}\otimes(\mathfrak{p}_{+}\otimes \mathbb{C}_{-2\zeta})arrow \mathfrak{p}_{-}$ .
We consider the gradation of 9defined by the adjoint action of $H_{\beta}\in \mathrm{t}$ corresponding to
the highest root $j\mathit{3}$ $=\epsilon_{8}-\epsilon_{7}$ . Then, the Lie algebra 9decomposes as
$\mathfrak{g}$
$=\mathfrak{g}(-2)\oplus \mathfrak{g}(-1)\oplus \mathfrak{g}(0)\oplus \mathfrak{g}(1)\oplus \mathfrak{g}(2)$,
where $\mathfrak{g}(j)$ denotes the $j$-eigenspace for $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}H\beta$ . This naturally induces eigenspace decom-
positions of $\mathrm{e}$ and $\mathfrak{p}_{\pm}$ by $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}H_{\beta}$ , respectively as follows:
$\mathrm{e}$ $=\mathrm{P}(-1)\oplus \mathrm{t}(0)\oplus \mathrm{f}(1)$ , $\mathfrak{p}_{\pm}=\mathfrak{p}_{\pm}(0)\oplus \mathfrak{p}_{\pm}(\pm 1)\oplus \mathfrak{p}_{\pm}(\pm 2)$ .
Note that the semisimple part of $\mathrm{f}(0)$ is of type $D_{5}$ , and that $\mathfrak{p}_{\pm}(0)$ , $\mathrm{f}(\pm 1)\simeq \mathfrak{p}_{\pm}(\pm 1)$ , and
$\mathfrak{p}_{\pm}(\pm 2)$ give irreducible representations of $\mathrm{f}(0)$ , isomorphic to the natural representation,
two half spin representations, and the trivial representation, respectively.
Now we can choose an $X\in \mathcal{O}\cap \mathfrak{p}_{+}(0)$ . Then the centralizer $\mathrm{f}(X)$ of $X$ in $\mathrm{f}$ , the Lie
algebra of $\tilde{K}_{\mathbb{C}}(X)$ , is expressed as
$\mathrm{t}(X)=\mathrm{t}(-1)\oplus \mathrm{t}(X)_{\mathrm{r}ed}$ with $\mathrm{t}(X)_{\Gamma ed}:=\mathrm{t}(X)$ $\mathrm{t}(0)\simeq B_{4}\oplus \mathbb{C}$ (see also [10, \S 6]).
Using these structural facts, we can deduce that $\mathcal{W}_{\varpi_{6}}^{*}\subset V_{\varpi_{6}}^{*}\simeq \mathfrak{p}_{+}\otimes \mathbb{C}_{-2\zeta}$ is the 9
dimensional $\mathrm{f}(X)$-submodule of $\mathfrak{p}_{+}(0)$ , which is isomorphic to the natural representation
of $B_{4}$ .
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